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Cosmic Ray Spectrum	


•  Charged particles with steep 
power law spectrum	


•  Low flux at high energy: 
detect via extensive air 
showers	


•  Opportunities for new 
physics:	

–  cosmic ray sources	

–  cosmic ray composition	

–  UHE particle interactions / 

propagation	
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Figure 1. Global view of the cosmic-ray spectrum.

would be an increase in the relative abundance of heavy nuclei as first protons, then helium,
then carbon, etc. reach an upper limit on total energy per particle [17]. The first evidence of
such a sequence (which I call a “Peters cycle” [1]) is provided by the recent publication of the
KASCADE experiment [21], which was discussed extensively at this workshop. The data from
KASCADE are limited in energy to below 1017 eV. The larger KASCADE Grande array [22],
which encloses an area of one square kilometer, will extend the reach of this array to 1018 eV.
KASCADE measures the shower size at the ground, separately for protons and for GeV muons.
Inferences from the measurements about primary composition depend on simulations of showers
through the atmosphere down to the sea level location of the experiment.
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Gaisser 2004	


knee	

1 m-2 yr-1	


ankle	

1 km-2 yr-1	


LHC	  



Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR)	


•  Highest energy particles known 
in the Universe	


•  Composition unknown	


•  Sources + acceleration 
mechanism unknown	

–  Astrophysical acceleration or decay 

of exotic particles?  More later…	


•  Cutoff in spectrum or not?	

–  Expected from interactions with 

CMB (GZK effect)	
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UHECR	  spectra	  (2004)	  



Pierre Auger Observatory	


•  Hybrid air shower 
detector	


•  Southern site (3000 
km2) in Argentina 
completed 2008	


•  Northern site (21000 
km2) planned for 
Colorado, U.S.A.	
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Auger	  South	  



Hybrid Detection	
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Cherenkov tank	

signals	


fluorescence	

track	


fluorescence	

track	


Hybrid observation: energy cross-calibration (~20%), better angular resolution (~0.5°)	


… but FD duty cycle is ~10%	




Latest Results: UHECR Energy Spectrum	
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Schüssler et al. 2009	


•  2008: Continuation of 
power law rejected at 6σ 
(confirms HiRes)	


•  Suppression energy 
consistent with GZK 
onset	


•  2009: combined FD + SD 
spectrum	

–  protons with strong 

source evolution?	

–  iron with another 

component below ankle?	


•  Difficult to rule out non-
GZK causes	

–  source cutoff?	

–  Lorentz violation?  see 

e.g. Scully & Stecker 2008	
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Fig. 4. The fractional difference between the combined energy spectrum of the Pierre Auger Observatory and a spectrum with an index of
2.6. Data from the HiRes instrument [3], [21] are shown for comparison.

The energy spectrum derived from hybrid measure-

ments recorded during the time period 12/2005 - 05/2008

is shown in Fig. 3.

IV. THE COMBINED ENERGY SPECTRUM

The Auger energy spectrum covering the full range

from 1018 eV to above 1020 eV is derived by combining

the two measurements discussed above. The combina-

tion procedure utilises a maximum likelihood method

which takes into account the systematic and statistical

uncertainties of the two spectra. The procedure applied

is used to derive flux scale parameters to be applied

to the individual spectra. These are kSD = 1.01 and

kFD = 0.99 for the surface detector data and hybrid data

respectively, showing the good agreement between the

independent measurements. The systematic uncertainty

of the combined flux is less than 4%.

As the surface detector data are calibrated with hy-

brid events, it should be noted that both spectra share

the same systematic uncertainty for the energy assign-

ment. The main contributions to this uncertainty are

the absolute fluorescence yield (14%) and the absolute

calibration of the fluorescence photodetectors (9.5%).

Including a reconstruction uncertainty of about 10% and

uncertainties of the atmospheric parameters, an overall

systematic uncertainty of the energy scale of 22% has

been estimated [11].

The fractional difference of the combined energy

spectrum with respect to an assumed flux ∝ E−2.6 is

shown in Fig. 4. Two spectral features are evident: an

abrupt change in the spectral index near 4 EeV (the

”ankle”) and a more gradual suppression of the flux

beyond about 30 EeV.

Some earlier measurements from the HiRes experi-

ment [3], [21] are also shown in Fig. 4 for comparison.

A modest systematic energy shift applied to one or both

experiments could account for most of the difference

between the two. The spectral change at the ankle

appears more sharp in our data.

The energy spectrum is fitted with two functions.

Both are based on power-laws with the ankle being

characterised by a break in the spectral index γ at Eankle.

The first function is a pure power-law description of

the spectrum, i.e. the flux suppression is fitted with a

spectral break at Ebreak. The second function uses a

smooth transition given by

J(E; E > Eankle) ∝ E−γ2
1

1 + exp
(

lg E−lg E1/2

lg Wc

)

in addition to the broken power-law to describe the

ankle. This fit is shown as black solid line in Fig. 5.

The derived parameters (quoting only statistical uncer-

tainties) are:

In Fig. 5 we show a comparison of the combined energy

spectrum with spectral shapes expected from different

astrophysical scenarios. Assuming for example a uni-

form distribution of sources, no cosmological evolution

of the source luminosity ((z + 1)m, i.e. m = 0) and a

source flux following ∝ E−2.6 one obtains a spectrum

that is at variance with our data. Better agreement is

obtained for a scenario including a strong cosmological

evolution of the source luminosity (m = 5) in combi-
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Fig. 5. The combined energy spectrum compared with several astrophysical models assuming a pure composition of protons (red lines) or
iron (blue line), a power-law injection spectrum following E−β and a maximum energy of Emax = 1020.5 eV. The cosmological evolution
of the source luminosity is given by (z + 1)m. The black line shows the fit used to determine the spectral features (see text). A table with the
flux values can be found at [22].

parameter broken power laws power laws
+ smooth function

γ1(E < Eankle) 3.26 ± 0.04 3.26 ± 0.04
lg(Eankle/eV) 18.61 ± 0.01 18.60 ± 0.01
γ2(E > Eankle) 2.59 ± 0.02 2.55 ± 0.04
lg(Ebreak/eV) 19.46 ± 0.03
γ3(E > Ebreak) 4.3 ± 0.2
lg(E1/2/eV) 19.61 ± 0.03
lg(Wc/eV) 0.16 ± 0.03

nation with a harder injection spectrum (∝ E−2.3). A

hypothetical model of a pure iron composition injected

with a spectrum following ∝ E−2.4 and uniformly

distributed sources with m = 0 is able to describe the

measured spectrum above the ankle, below which an

additional component is required.

V. SUMMARY

We presented two independent measurements of the

cosmic ray energy spectrum with the Pierre Auger

Observatory. Both spectra share the same systematic

uncertainties in the energy scale. The combination of the

high statistics obtained with the surface detector and the

extension to lower energies using hybrid observations

enables the precise measurement of both the ankle and

the flux suppression at highest energies with unprece-

dented statistics. First comparisons with astrophysical

models have been performed.
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Latest Results: Anisotropy	
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2007: 27 events above 55 EeV (ovals); correlation 
with nearby AGN (red crosses)	


2009: 58 events above 55 EeV: correlation with 
original AGN catalog weakens 	


Isotropy rejected at 99% CL	


A posteriori investigations of:	

	
– Centaurus A region	

	
– correlations with other catalog(s) ���
	
 	
e.g. SWIFT-BAT	


Hague et al. 2009 (ICRC)	


Release	  pending	  



Composition	


•  Slant depth Xmax (integrated density) of 
shower maximum in atmosphere	

–  energy and composition-dependent	

–  higher in atmosphere for heavier nuclei ���

(interact, lose energy sooner)	


•  Shower-to-shower fluctuations of Xmax	


–  iron showers (~superposition of many 
single-nucleon showers) have fewer 
fluctuations	
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Xmax	  



Latest Results: Composition	
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Both indicate composition getting heavier…	


or protons behaving differently than expected?	

(see e.g. Ulrich et al., arXiv:0906.3075)	


Bellido et al. 2009 (ICRC)	

Abraham et al., accepted PRL (2010)	




Neutrino Detection via Air Showers	
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“normal” inclined shower:	

only muons left	


neutrino-induced shower:	

young EM component	

(broad signals in tanks)	


tau decay from Earth-skimming ντ:	

dense target, but only one flavor	
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Limits on Diffuse Neutrino Flux	
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Photon Fraction Limits	


•  UHE photons predicted in many 
“top-down” models	

–  super-heavy dark matter	

–  topological defects	

–  Z-bursts	


•  Photon-induced showers:	

–  develop deeper in atmosphere	

–  SD: measure shower front 

curvature, thickness 	

–  FD: measure longitudinal profile 

directly	


•  Data consistent with only 
hadrons	

–  top-down models disfavored	

–  GZK photon flux may be eventually 

accessible	
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Abraham et al. 2009	




Enhancements at Auger South	
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HEAT: High Elevation Auger Telescopes	


AMIGA: Auger Muon and Infill Ground Array	


AERA: Auger Engineering Radio Array	
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Auger Engineering Radio Array	


•  AERA: Auger Engineering 
Radio Array	


•  Detect air showers via radio 
pulses (e+e- in geomagnetic 
field)	


•  20 km2 extension to 
southern site: 150 stations	


•  Duty cycle: ~100%; ~5000 
events/year	


•  Start deployment this year!	
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found to be within a factor of two or better. Presently, the predictions for the radio-detector
array are at this level of precision. Further cross checks on the predicted results have been
made by other means of parameterizations using, e.g., world data on radio measurements.

While we are using RDAS for answering the design questions of the proposed radio detector
array, a task force is integrating the radio software into the Auger Offline framework (see section
7). With this effort it will be possible to simulate and reconstruct all three detector systems,
surface detector, fluorescence detector, and radio detector, within one framework, allowing for
cross checks and combination of complementary shower information.

5 Site layout

It is proposed to set up the radio antenna array at the site of the AMIGA array. The situation
is outlined in Fig. 11. For reference, tank names of the surface array are indicated. The large
hexagon indicates the position of the AMIGA infill array (water-Cherenkov detectors) and the
smaller hexagon represents a possible infill to the infill array. These arrays are located in the
field of view of the HEAT fluorescence telescopes (the latter are just outside the left border of
Fig. 11). In the map the position of the CRS, an abandoned train station, a high voltage power
line, and a fence are indicated.

fence

power lin
e

fence

popo

train
station

CRSHEAT

Figure 11: Layout of the proposed antenna field.

Baseline parameters for the antenna array are about 150 antennas distributed over an area
of approximately 20 km2. It is assumed that the construction will be divided into three stages,
starting with about 22 antennas in a prototype cluster, followed by further 52 antennas, and
finally 85 antennas. In the map, the locations of the antennas are marked as red boxes. Boxes
without border correspond to stage 1, black borders to stage 2, and white borders to stage 3.
To record large event numbers over the whole energy domain (E > 1017.2 eV), the configuration
includes several antenna spacings. Regions with high antenna density should be to the left-hand
side of the area, close to the HEAT fluorescence telescopes.

Different layout scenarios have been investigated and detailed in Ref. [32]. The proposed

27

The Site

• ~20 km2

• ~150 antennas

• operation together with infill/HEAT/AMIGA

• three antenna spacings to cover efficiently 17.2 < lg E < 19.0

• three deployment stages (22 + 52 + 85 antennas)

• CRS: central container for DAQ & workshop; solar power2

sample	  2	  ×	  1018	  eV	  event	  



Summary	


•  Pierre Auger UHECR results:	

–  suppression in spectrum observed	

–  suggestive anisotropy results… need more statistics	

–  neutrino and photon limits: no hints beyond SM yet	

–  composition getting heavier?  	


•  Strategy for further research:	

–  more data from Auger South	

–  searches for exotics: Q-balls, magnetic monopoles, etc.	

–  7x larger array: Auger North	

–  expand complementary detection techniques like radio	
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Czech Republic	


France§ 	
  	

Germany§ 	


Italy	

Netherlands§	


Poland   	
	


Portugal 	
	

Slovenia                      	

Spain 	


United Kingdom	


Argentina	


Australia	

Brazil	


Bolivia*	

Mexico	

USA	


Vietnam*	


*Associate Countries	


§ Radio Working Group	


Thank you!	
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GZK Suppression	


•  Suppression expected above 50 EeV 
due to interaction with CMB 
photons (Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin)	


•  If spectrum keeps going…	

–  Sources unexpectedly close?	

–  New physics (e.g. violation of Lorentz 

invariance)? 	

–  Situation 4-5 years ago totally unclear	
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Berezinsky	  et	  al.	  2007	  
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Figure 1: Solid line: loss length
for photo-pion and photo-pair pro-

duction for protons 2,3. The
dashed lines report the separate
contributions of the two processes.
The dotted line shows the redshift

losses.
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Figure 2: Modification factors as a function of the energy for many-
source spectrum with γ = 2.1 (solid lines) and γ = 2.7 (dashed
lines). The sources are uniformly distributed up to the indicated

distances. After Ref. 2.

The last important mechanism which dominates near and below the pair production thresh-
old is redshifting due to the expansion of the universe. Fig. 1 shows the loss lengths for pion
and pair production as calculated in Ref.2.

It is worth stressing that what has been named the GZK cutoff is in fact a feature 4 as
the shape of the energy spectrum around 1020 eV depends on many unknowns. The modifica-
tions of the spectrum shape due to the above-mentioned loss processes was first investigated
by Berezinsky and Grigorieva in Ref. 2. They calculated the modification factor (basically the
observed spectrum divided by the injection spectrum) for a uniform distribution of sources up to
a maximum distance dmax. Fig. 2 shows their results for sources without cosmological evolution,
m = 0, for some values of the maximum distance of the sources. For large dmax, which is the
case we are interested in, the spectrum shows a steepening followed by a flattening and then by
a suppression. The flattening is due to the interplay between the features produced by the pair
and pion production processes and it is an important feature for these spectra since it has a
characteristic shape. There are claims that this feature has been observed in the experimental
data2, although it is not yet clear if the feature in the data is due to this effect or if it is due to
the transition between the galactic and extra-galactic components.

It is important to stress what we said above: what is generically called GZK-cutoff is actually
a feature as the spectrum does not end at 1020 eV (see Fig. 2), but has a flux suppression that
depends on many details such as the injection spectrum of cosmic rays, the luminosity evolution
of the sources, the local overdensity of sources and the magnetic field strength in the intergalactic
medium. As an example, including the luminosity evolution makes the sources at high redshift
brighter that the nearby ones and this enhances the flux suppression, while a local overdensity
of sources has the opposite effect 4; a flatter spectrum produces a lesser attenuation than a
steeper one and the strength of the magnetic field in the intergalactic medium con produce
many interesting features, see for example Ref.5.

2.2 Heavy Nuclei

For nuclei the situation is slightly different: the dominant loss process above about 1019 eV is
photodisintegration in the CMB and IR background (IRB) due to the giant dipole resonance,

e+e-‐	  

photopion	  



Air Shower Detection	


•  Water (or ice) Cherenkov tanks	

–  detect EM shower front on ground	

–  near-100% duty cycle	


•  Fluorescence telescopes	

–  follow Nitrogen fluorescence as 

shower develops	


–  good for calorimetry, measurement 
of shower maximum (particle ID)	


–  duty cycle is ~10%	
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The Neutrino Connection	
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•  Trans-GZK protons lose energy 
via CMB photopion production	


•  Also produces UHE neutrinos!	


•  Nuclei will tend to 
photodisintegrate first (reduced 
flux)	


•  Measurement of GZK neutrino 
flux:	

–  source spectrum	

–  source evolution	

–  composition	


7

FIG. 7: The range of cosmogenic neutrino spectra we find for various chemical species which are consistent with both the
PAO spectrum and Xmax measurements. In each case, we have considered model parameters in the range α = 1.4 − 3.0 and
Emax/Z = 1020

− 1022 eV (although models with Emax/Z below approximately 1021 eV were found to be inconsistent with the
data). In the N+p, Si+p and Fe+p frames, we show the results for combinations of injected nuclei and protons. In each frame,
we show for comparison as a dashed curve the prediction for an all-proton spectrum with α = 2.2 and Emax = 1022 eV. The
solid lines denote the models with the highest and lowest rates predicted in a neutrino telescope such as IceCube.

The disassociated nucleons then interact with the cosmic microwave and infrared backgrounds to produce cosmogenic
neutrinos. In the limit that the cosmic backgrounds are opaque to cosmic ray nuclei, full disintegration occurs and
the resulting cosmogenic neutrino spectrum is not dramatically different from that predicted in the all-proton case
(assuming the cosmic ray spectrum extends to high enough energies to produce protons above the GZK cutoff). In
contrast, if a significant fraction of cosmic ray nuclei remain intact, the resulting flux of cosmogenic neutrinos can be
considerably suppressed.

The predicted neutrino flux depends on the chemical composition and spectrum of the injected cosmic rays. In
Fig. 7, we plot the spectrum of the cosmogenic neutrinos for various scenarios. In each frame, we show the maximal
and minimal neutrino spectra (in terms of the resulting event rate in a neutrino telescope) for a wide range of spectral
parameters (α, Emax and normalization) which were found to be consistent with the PAO measurements of the
UHECR spectrum and elongation rate. We have considered values of these parameters in the range of α = 1.4 to 3.0
and Emax/Z = 1020 to 1022 eV. In the first three frames, we have assumed pure nitrogen, silicon and iron at injection,

Anchordoqui et al. 2007	


best-fit proton	


range of iron	


GZK neutrino flux	




Radio Emission from Air Showers	


•  Separation, acceleration of e+, e- in 
geomagnetic field	

–  secondary: charge excess, moving 

dipole	


•  Broadband radio pulse (width ~50 ns)	


•  Emission is coherent up to 100 MHz	

–  RF power scales as (Eprimary)2	


•  Observed by LOPES, CODALEMA, 
MAXIMA detectors	

–  geomagnetic asymmetry verified	

–  larger experiment needed to verify 

details of emission	
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of motion of charges inside the shower front. The

magnetic field B points out of the paper. The electrons and positrons are

created in pairs and follow curved trajectories between interactions. In the
geosynchrotron approach the emission radiated along these trajectories by all

particles is summed. The motion of charges in the shower front produces a net
current J that is oriented perpendicular to the shower axis. In the transverse

current model the magnitude of this current is evaluated. The radiation field

is then found by taking the time derivative of the current density. Due to the
separation of charges, a dipolar field structure is left behind by the shower.

16 · chapter 2



Geomagnetic Origin	


•  Simplification: geomagnetic 
origin implies 	


•  Asymmetry confirmed with 
LOPES, CODALEMA 
experiments	
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4

Status (I): Theory & Simulations

•microscopic approaches
•Geosynchrotron model

•REAS2 by Huege et al.

•AIRES-based code by Du Vernois et al.

•EGS-based code by Engel et al.

•macroscopic approaches
•transverse current model

•Kahn & Lerche

•Scholten et al. model

•Gousset et al. large impact parameter appr. 

•Meyer-Vernet et al. model

•Simplification:
•First to check!   ! geomagnetic origin

Figure 5 : Sky maps of observed radio events. Raw 
event sky map (top) and 10° gaussian smoothed map 
(bottom) are shown. The zenith is at the center, the 
azimuth is: North (top, 0°), West (left, 90°), South (bot-
tom, 180°) and East (right, 270°); the direction of the 
geomagnetic field at Nançay is indicated by the dot. 
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Figure 6 : Fraction of events for 7 independent sam-
ples of events (619 events in total). The fractions of 
events coming from the East and from the South are 
indicated by triangles and squares respectively. The 
expected ratio of 0.5 in the symmetric case is indicated.

Figure 7 : Evolution of the fraction of events (squares: 
coming from the East, triangles: coming from the 
South) with energy. The expected ratio of 0.5 in the 
symmetric case is indicated. 
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Composition	


•  Primary composition 
by:	

–  lateral distribution	


–  reconstruction of 
shower front 
curvature	


•  Simulations only at 
this point: need larger 
array, more events!	
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3 The 60◦ zenith angle case

We first discuss the important characteristics of the radio signal for the case
of 60◦ zenith angle. In a first step we shall consider showers of 1019 eV energy
and later show that the results also apply to the energy range from 1018 to
1020 eV.

3.1 Characteristics of lateral profiles

Earlier analyses [7] have shown that the slope of the radio lateral distribution
function is correlated with the depth of the air shower maximum, Xmax, and
consequently contains information on the mass of the primary particle [25].
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Fig. 1. Lateral distribution of the 32–64 MHz filtered peak radio amplitude for
1019 eV showers coming from the south and observers north of the shower core.
Estimates of peak radio amplitudes that would yield a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of 10 for ideal (galactic plus atmospheric), rural and urban noise as given in [26]
are marked. Please note that the SNR scales with the filtered peak radio amplitude
squared.

In Fig. 1, we show the lateral distribution of the 32–64MHz filtered peak
radio amplitude derived for the 90 air showers with fixed energy of 1019 eV.
The lateral distance is given in ground coordinates 1 in the direction defined
by the continuation of the air shower axis (i.e., in this case to the north, as the
showers are coming from the south). Measurements at distances up to one km
should be feasible for ultra-high energy cosmic rays, as the comparison with
continuous noise estimates based on ITU/CCIR measurements taken from [26]
illustrates.

1 We use ground-distances rather than shower-distances throughout this article, as
shower-distances would not remove the intrinsic asymmetries of the radio signal and
ground distances are experimentally relevant in the end.

4

Huege et al. 2008	




Expected Event Rates	


reconstructed by the radio array if the following requirements are fulfilled:
– at least 10 antennas have a signal bigger than the galactic noise (E > 3 µV/(m MHz))
– at least 3 antennas have a signal bigger than five times the galactic noise (E > 15 µV/(m MHz)).

Showers with zenith angles up to 60◦ have been taken into account. They are assumed
to arrive isotropically. The direction of the magnetic field in Malargüe has been taken into
account. The antenna response has been calculated for energies between 1017 and 1019 eV in
steps of ∆(10lg E) = 0.2. An example of the calculations is depicted in Fig. 12. The area has
been divided into elementary cells (20× 20 m2). For each elementary cell the average detection
efficiency has been calculated. The efficiency multiplied by the cell area gives the effective area.

lg E LOPES CODALEMA Monte-Carlo
[eV] extrapolation extrapolation simulation
17.0 – – 0.19
17.2 – 0.04 0.68
17.4 0.02 0.34 1.5
17.6 0.5 3.2 2.7
17.8 3.0 7.6 4.3
18.0 6.7 11.1 6.1
18.2 9.8 12.3 7.9
18.4 12.9 12.8 9.8
18.6 15.7 13.1 11.4
18.8 18.4 13.2 12.9
19.0 20.7 13.4 14.1

Table 6: Effective areas [km2] as calculated by extrapolations of LOPES and CODALEMA
measurements as well as Monte-Carlo simulations based on the REAS code.
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Figure 13: a: Effective area of the radio array as function of the shower energy according to
extrapolations of LOPES and CODALEMA measurements as well as Monte-Carlo simulations,
based on the REAS2 code. b: Expected number of events per year with zenith angle Θ < 60◦.

The effective area according to the LOPES extrapolations is tabulated in Table 6 and
shown in Fig. 13a. Similar investigations have been carried out based on extrapolations from
the CODALEMA experiment [52]. The efficiencies have also been calculated based on shower
simulations with the REAS code and taking into account experimental conditions (antenna gain,
galactic noise, ...) with the RDAS program [53]. The results of all three efforts are presented in
Table 6 and Fig. 13a for comparison. The different approaches agree well at high energies. The

29
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~5000 events / year with E > 3 x 1017 eV	

~800 events / year with E > 1 x 1018 eV	




AERA Physics	


12

3. UHECR cosmic ray physics with AERA
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Radio will open a new window	

onto cosmic ray physics!	



